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Possible second chance for frat
By Lareti Weber
SENIOR REPORTER

The men of Pi Kappa Alpha
(PIKE) have re-colonized and
returned to campus with the
intention of bettering Greek
life at the University After having their charter removed in the
late 90s. current members have
taken steps to ensure that it won't
happen again.
"We left due to some issues
internally with the fraternity
involving the guys that were in it
not making the right life choices
that they needed to and just not
following what PIKE believes
in as a fraternity nationally and
locally." said Charlie Upchurch.
vice president of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. "We have to
regain our charter again to prove
to nationals that we're really here
to be serious about this stuff and
this is whU we're going to do
and these are the goals we set for

ourselves."
The fraternity returned to
campus in October 2003 and the
process of regaining their charter
has been their focus since day
one.
After being back just over a
year, members of the PIKE
fraternity have already made a
significant impact in Greek life at
die University.
They not only occupy a house
on campus, but they raised
tremendous amounts of money
to basically revamp the interior
of the building.
Where wood paneling once
lined the walls of Conklin Unit
G. now stands dry wall splashed
with soft green paint, and the
outdated purple carpet that once
covered the building's first floor
no longer exists.
It is very unusual for a chapter that's only a year old to get
a house, said Ron Binder,

associate director of residence life intentions to the University,
they were given the house. But
and director of Greek affairs.
"We don't allocate houses very problems arose when they had
often," he said." We want groups trouble meeting requirements to
to slay in the houses for a long fill all the rooms in the house.
"We've had a lot of
time."
setbacks, and one of
Although 34 of the
"When
the setbacks was that
41 Greek organizapeople
over the summer, we
tions at the University
went from 49 to 35
have houses on camrealized
guys and the school
pus, it's not essential
we were
said understandingly
to their survival as an
organization. Binder
legitimate, that 'we can't afford
have empty rooms
said.
the money losining
open in a
Proving to the
fraternity house,'" he
University
that
started
members of PIKE
rolling in." said.
With
a
large
deserved die house
portion of the remodand could fulfill die
RICHARD VANDEHEY,
eling already begun
responsibility of filling it was not an easy FRATERNITY ADVISOR and die idea of loostask. They were up against other ing the house lingering in their
fraternities, one of them being the minds, members of the colony
Sigma Chi's who previously lived knew they had lo find more guys
in the house, Upchurch said.
to live in the house if they wanted
After
presenting
their to keep it, Upchurch said.

Critics show support
for free Iraqi elections *

By Gen Moulsoii

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BERLIN — The president- ol
France and Russia, top opponents oil J.S |Milicy in Iraq, joined
world leaden yesterday In praising this weekends landmark
elections as a success of democracy over terrorism, but the
welcome was tempered by eon
cern that Suiuii Arabs be included in a future government
French President Jacques
Chirac spoke with President
Bush by telephone, saying he was satisfied by the
"participation rate and the good
technical organization."
"These elections mark an
important step in the political reconstruction of Iraq, The
strategy of terrorist groups
has partly failed," Chirac
said, according to a French
presidential spokesman.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin also praised the elections,
calling them "a step in the right

of U.S. troops, adding that Iran
was "ready to cooperate" with
, the future government
A spokesman for British Prime
"The conditions for holding the elections were quite Minister Tony Blair said he was
difficult, to put it mildly," Putin encouraged by the turnout,
told reporters after meeting in adding thai Britain would woik
the Kremlin with Palestinian with the new government to
leader Mahmoud Abbas. "At the bring stability and order to Iraq.
In Brussels, the European
same time, I must say that the
very fact of it is an important Union's foreign policy chief said
event, maybe a historic event, Iraq's move toward democracy
for die Iraqi people because it would pay off in the provision of
is undoubtedly a step toward more aid.
"They are going to find the
democratization of the country."
Putin's comments were a far support of the European Union,
cry from his harsh warning in no doubt about that, in order
December that the elections to see this process move on in
could not be fair amid a continu- the right direction," lavier Solana
told The Associated Press. Areas
ing U.S.-led occupation.
Iranian
government where the EU is looking to help
spokesman
Abdullah include drafting a new constituRamezanzadeh said the elections tion and training the judiciary
•were "held freely" but under and security forces, he said.
NATO
Secretary-General
"difficult circumstances."
He expressed the hope that the Jaap de Hoop Scheffer said the
vote would contribute to security
ELECTIONS. PAGE 2
in Iraq and hasten the departure
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direction and a positive event,"
according to the ITAR-Tass news
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YOU ARE HEALED: Cliff Means selling tickets at the Union for the upcoming conference called
"Healing A Campus" which is held by Kingdom M' Powerment.
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FREE ELECTIONS; Iraqi Army soldiers celebrate in Najaf yesterday, a day after Iraq voted in their country's first
free election in a half-century. Iraq's interim leader called on his countrymen to set aside their differences.

ABUJA. Nigeria — Sudan said
yesterday that U.N. investigators
concluded that genocide was
not committed in the country's
western
Darfur
region
during a nearly two year crisis,
and the government and rebels
committed to reopening peace
talks within weeks.
At UN. headquarters in New
York, diplomats confirmed that
the report did not find that
Sudan committed genocide, but
they said it was very critical of
Sudanese government actions.
The report was expected to be circulated in New York on Tuesday.
The United States has accused
Sudan's government of directing militia fighters who attack
civilians in what Washington calls
a genocidal campaign in Darfur,
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The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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to raise $44,000 to put towards
renovating the house they worked
so hard to get.
"To come in the first year and
raise those dollars is unheard of,"
Binder said.
The
campaign
was
spearheaded
by
Richard
Vandehey, colony adviser and
Pi Kappa Alpha alumnus, and
began with a phone marathon
that brought in about $6,000.
Some of the alumni that
were contacted requested more
information, so they began sending letters detailing specifics.
"When people realized we
were legitimate, the money
started rolling in," he said. "One
of the things we found out quickK was competition among alumni was a useful tool In raising
money, and we used it to our full
advantage."

Investigators rule genocide
not commited in Sudan

JVfPOWERMENT

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

"To just have it taken away
would be almost an embarrassment to us and a lot of guys were
just devastated," he said. "It was
honestly the worst feeling to get
a call that says 'you guys have not
met the requirements.'"
Since the fraternity didn't have
enough members at the time to
fill all the rooms in the house,
the University was going to use it
as independent living to ensure
that every room was occupied.
Upchurch said.
"What we had to do was
scrounge up some guys, pull
them out of normal dorms, and
beg them to just come live in
the house so we could keep it,"
he said.
The fraternity increased dieir
membership and was allowed to
keep the house.
All while trying to secure their
place on campus, members widi
the help of alumni managed

"If genocide
means killing
systematically
people in one
area, then there is
genocide."
ANONYMOUS DIPLOMAT

where a nearly two year crisis has
left tens of thousands of civilians
dead.
U.N. investigators have written
a report on the allegations, which
Sudan's Foreign Minister Mustafa
Osman Ismail said undermines
the U.S. genocide claims.
"We have a copy of that report
and they didn't say that there is
a genocide," Osman said on the
sidelines of an African Union
summit in the Nigerian capital,

Abuja.
Diplomats at the U.N.
headquarters in New York confirmed the report did not find that
Sudan had committed genocide,
but they said the conclusions
were very critical of the Sudanese
actions, the diplomats spoke on
condition of anonymity.
But a top negotiator for the
rebel Sudanese Liberation Army
said Monday: "If genocide means
killing systematically people in
one area, then there is genocide.
"For us. there is a genocide.
Nobody can argue about it."
Abakar Mohamed .Abu el Bashar
said by telephone from London.
Meanwhile, the Sudanese government and Darfur insurgents
said they will relaunch peace
talks in Abuja in February, raising
GENOCIDE, PAGE 2
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USG says 'no' to
LSU's proposal
By Budget Tharp
IJSCi voted Monday against
signing a letter that would
askCov. Hi ib hili tolowei
Vmerican flags to half-stafl
when an (Hiioan dies In battle
[tie vote drew attention from
local television news station
I OX I'oledo, who covered the
meeting.
During open forum ,:t the
usi, meeting, members ol
latino Student Union asked
senators to sign the letter.
Before the use vote, the
luthoi Hi the Iciicr. Sen Maria
Khoury, worked closer) with
LSI) member )efl Nolish to raise
awareness about the issue
i he motivation to raise the
.--He- came after l.su member
lonas Fields was called in active
duty last fall, Nolish said.
'When lonas Fields comes
home, .mil I believe that lie will
come home. I want to he able
lo tell him that his I.SI I anil
student government looked
alter him while he was gone."
Nolish said.
President of isu Raquel
Colon became tearful when
she spoke ol I ields, whom she
railed "a verj rlose and dear
membei ol our organization." She urged senators to
consider how families ol Fallen
soldiers might want them to be
honored.

'You're not representing
yout own concerns, you're
representing
an
entire
community," i olon said, 'And
LSII as a Community stands
strong!) behind this letter."
i Ithet states thatalreadylower
(heir Hags to half-Staff when
a soldier dies ale California,
Kentucky, Maine. Michigan and
Oregon tohonot soldiers in this
way, Nolish said.
Since llrelellei was not a foi
mal resolution, mam senators
were confused about how to
handle the issue, use I President
Ale* Wright said during the
meeting that he-would sign the
letlet aftet some minor grammar changes, lint instead, the
general assembly wanted to act
as a bodv I he president is only
one member of list,, but ii is
the general asscmbt) that represents the entire undergraduate student population, Several
senators abstained from voting,
but with a slim majority, usi,
voted against signing the letter.
Students in favor ol the idea
plan to continue without USG's
support.
Sen. Khoury said thai USG's
vote wont stop her.
"I'm still looking into going
through with it. I'm looking
into other means ol doing il.
such as the letter writing cam
paign .and workingwithl other
organizations," Khourj said.

What's going on gt

BGSU?
Call the FACT LINE at
372-2443
YOUR CONNECTION TO CAMPUS!

AVAILABLE

FOR

FALL 2005

I he bow ling (Ireen State University board ol rrustees

Headcrslnp ^cljolarstjip
Applications are now being accepted tor the board
oi hrustees Leadership Scholarship. Eligible students
must be rising sophomores, juniors or seniors with
a GPA of at leasi 2.75. There is one nonrenewable
S1,000 scholarship available.
lo apply or tor more information, dow nioad the
application at http://botscholarship.bgsu.edu
or call (4 I'D .V2-l>233. I he application deadline
is February 25, 2005.

why
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PIKE fraternity hopes for charter
The University nave fraternity members permission to
start tearing stuff down and
rebuilding and they dedicated three weekends over the
summer to do just that.
We had guys from the 1950s
come hack and they were just
amazing,"
Upchurch
said.
"They were with their canes.

land] with their walkers. It was a
historical take back just to see
how they soil cared enough
about ,i brotherhood mat they
came hack after 55 years."
A house once described by
I Ipchurch as stuck iii the 70s was
transformed into the best house

Critics hope for
stabalizing in Iraq
election could lead to the
alliance stepping up training
efforts for the Iraqi military.
I he
issue
of
Sunni
participation was high on
man) leaders'minds,
" I he most difficult task lies
ahead — to make sure the
results oi the elections have
a stabilizing effect on the
situation in the country," the
Russian I oreign Ministry said
in a.statement.
German Foreign Ministet
loschka praised Iraqis "for the
will the) have shown to shape
the future of Iheit countrj
peacefully and democratically,
despiie massive intimidation."
He added, "it is of decisive
importance in this to integrate
all political, ethnic and religious
groups in Iraq ... no part of the
population must he excluded

bom shaping the common fate
ol all Iraqis."

Deposit Special
$400
1

Furnished
1Half& 1 Full Bath
Full basement

drafting of the constitution,
which will define power among
lrai|'s disparate groups, and to
give them a stake in the new
government"
The vote was to elect a 175member National Assembly
and lawmakers in 1H provincial legislatures, Once results
arc- in, il could lake weeks of
backroom deals before a prime
minister and government are
picked by the new assembly.
Turnout
among
Iraq s
estimated 14 million eligible
voters will lake some time
to determine, Iraqi election
officials have said, but Iraqi

In neighboring Malaysia.
Prime
Minister
Abdullah
\hniacl Badawi, who chairs the
57-nation Organization of the
islamic Conference, said he

was'vciA sad" about a series of
attacks that marred Sunday's
veiling. At leasl II people died
in suicide and mortar attacks
on polling stations, including

nine suicide bombers.
"At the time the election
is being held, people' are still
dying." Abdullah told reporters. " [here doesn't seem lo be
any real wa\ of stopping it."
Former Soviet leader Mikhail
s. Gorbachev took a dim view
of the vole
"These
elections
have
not yielded much," he said,
according to the 11AK- lass
news agency. "It is necessary
to wait and see the results, but
I think all this is unreliable and
dubious."

to every PIKE chapter in the
nation to be reviewed and voted
on and from there it will be sent
to the supreme council who will
ultimately decided if they receive
a charter, Upchurch said.
"Once it gets to that stage,
you're pretty much in the clear
as long as there is nothing
fundamentally wrong," he said.
In the coming weeks, the
fraternity
should
be
notified about the final decision
regarding their charter.
With or without
their
charier, the brothers of PIKE
have accomplished so much
In the little time that they have
been back.
()ne hope is that they do not

become known as a stereotypical fraternity, but one that is
willing and able to help,
Upchurch said.
"One of the tilings that we
strive for as a colony is that
everyone is involved in something else on campus besides
PIKE," Upchurch said. "We want
to put out a good name for Greek
life here especially because we
strive to not only make ourselves
better, but we strive to make the
whole Greek system grow."
The PIKEs have not only
reconstructed the interior of
their house, but they have rebuilt
their foundation as a fraternity
to reestablish themselves as a
part of this University.

Sudan debate comes to an end
Annan,
attending
the
African summit, said he had
received the U.N. commission's
hopes lor a negotiated end to the
genocide report and will forward
conflict that three earlier peace
the study to council members
conferences and a cease fire
"very shortly."
agreement have failed to calm.
"Serious
violations
of
Sudan's Darfur tumbled into
international
humanitarian law
war when rebels took up arms in
and gross violations of human
February 2003,
rights have taken place. This
The most recent
Darfur
cannot be allowed," Annan said.
peace
conference
began
The United States — one of
I)ec. 11 in Mmj,i. but rebels
live permanent Security Council
boycotted meetings with governmembers
has spearheaded an
ment delegates two
effort to punish those
days later, alleging
" / believe
responsible for abuses
a new government
in Darfur.
offensive. Ihe talks
that
Oilier
nations,
broke down entirel)
sanctions
though,
have
within weeks.
whether
Dai fur's smaller
should still questioned
sanctions are the best
insurgent group, the
be on the
way to improve the
lustice and Equality
situation for Darfurs
Movement,
said
table."
people, who have
yesterday it would
suffered continued
attend the talks if
KOFI ANNAN,
attacks in recent days.
AU negotiators it
UN SECRETARY
One of the most
says have treated
serious violations of the April
them unfairly are "serious and
cease-fire came jusi last week
objective," said Khalil Ibrahim
when, according to AU observers
Mohammed, a top rebel official.
at the scene, the Sudanese air
Mohammed also said the
insurgents' leadership wanted
force bombed a Darfur village,
killing or wounding nearly 100
other intermediaries to join the
people
talks, which have previously
Sudanese officials said the
been held by the AU.
reports
were
unfounded.
"We are asking for a new kind
but European Union foreign
ol mediator. America and the
ministers condemned the attacks
European Union must come
GENOCIDE. FROM PAGE 1

forward." he said by phone from
Eritrea.
The government and the
SIA both said their negotiators
would return to Ahuja for further
talks. A Western diplomat said
on condition of anonymity the
conference was scheduled for
the third week of I-cbruary.
On Sunday. U.\. Secui.ii>,
General
Kofi
Annan
said
the Security Council should
continue to consider sanctions
against Sudan over violence
In Darfur, although council
deliberations have stalled due to
divisions among members.
"Fhe
council
itself has
considered sanctions and had
not been able to move Forward
because of divisions. I believe
thai sanctions should still be on
the table," Annan said.

Monday and called on both sides
to resume peace talks,
Ihe Darfur conflict began
when the rebels took up
arms against what they saw
as years of state neglect and
discrimination against Sudanese
ol African origin.

The

government

Come Home And
Relax At The Beech!
LARGEST AND NICEST

2,3, & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES
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3 Bedroom

1

1

_

Deposit Special
$600

. I

Furnished

■ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
' Full basement
1

Air conditioned

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

1

Washer/Dryer
Hookup
$1,000/month

.

Ttmnt a lownhoiw now and i»c»hw:
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& Iwttti
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Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.areenbriarrentals.com

Upper Level

1

Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen

1

1

Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half balh for your guests

1

•■aft?
JANUARY SPECIAL- Good unlil 1I.1W.

Lower Level

Entry Level

2,000 square feet of living space over three levels
Huge deck to share with your neighbor

• Free High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room
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is

accused of responding with a
counterinsurgency campaign in
which an Arab militia, known
as the lanjaweed, committed
wide-scale abuses against the
African population. An estimated l.H million people have been
displaced in the conflict
I lardships including disease
and malnutrition are believed
to have killed more than 70,000
of Darfurs displaced people.
but many more have died in
fighting.

Townhouses

Air conditioned

$700/montfi

"commendable determination
to decide their own destiny."

In New Zealand, Foreign
Minister Phil tiolTechoed that
view.
"Sunni
Arabs
make
up
JD
percent
of
the
population and Sunni extremists areat the core ol theinsur
gency," he said."Ways must be
found to involve Sunnis in the

apply today

2 Bedroom

and U.S. officials have said they
believe ii to have been higher
than the 57 percent predicted
A U.S. official said yesterday
it appears turnout was low in
sunni Arab regions.
Italian
Premier
Silvio
Berlusconi expressed hope the
elections would help spread
democracy in Arab countries.
"Iraq will become influential, a factor of change and
democracy for all the other
countries" in die region, he said
on state radio. " I his vote can
have a positive knock-on effect
in all the other Arab countries
where there is authoritarian rule, where the situation
ol women is not one of liberty
or dignity, where there are slill
many steps to make to emerge
tram the Middle Ages."
Indonesia
said
it
was
encouraged by Sundays luriiout among Iraqis, which the
I oreign Ministrv said showed

ELECTIONS. FROM PAGE 1

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
Townhouses

on campus.
"Itwas absolutely amazlngjust
how quickly this place turned
into a mansion," he said.
Once the renovations were
complete, they could focus theil
energy toward their main goal.
The process ol regaining the
charter started las! November
and the majority of the steps
have been completed, Upchurch
said.
I hey put together a petition
to ask the national council lor
a charter and have passed an
Inspection by PIKE chapters
from the University ol Toledo
and Miami of Ohio accompanied by the regional president.
Fheir petition has been sent

FRATERNITY, FROM PAGE 1

119 E. Court Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-3300
u « w.copperbeechtownhornes^com
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IFC FRATERNITY OPEN HOUSES

CAMPUS
life

Go Greek! IIC Fraternity Open Houses 6-9pm. Feel
free to stop by any fraternity houses this week and
next, meet the guys and learn more about all the
great aspects of Greek I ife here at IK ;si I.
For

more

information,

please

contact:

Bgsufraternities@yahoo.com

THE BLOTTER
Friday, Ian. 28:
Complainant and
witness at HI,I'D
requesting officer to
look Into assault al
Rounders I lull

Emily lustice, ol
Columbia, oil was
cited for speed on
I hursiin Avenue.
Saturday, Ian. 29:
Complainant

K a t h e i i n e
Kostyack.
of
Macedonia.
OH
was cited for do not
enter by the Kappa
Gamma I louse
An intoxicated student was transported by ambulance
to Wood County
Hospital
from
Rodgers

advised her tailgate
was stolen off her
vehicle in Lot 6.
A male student
advised he was
going to harm himself. BGSU officer
took the student to
the link
Sunday, Ian. 30:
Co mpla i n an t
idvised a letter Irom

home was opened
and ((intents were
missing.
Complainant
reported his vehicle
was broken Into but
nothing was missing
and no damage in
lot 12.

The calcuhr of events is taken from
http://eYenis.bgsu.cilu/

2-D Artist Association
Student Exhibition
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, All Day
Two Dimensional Artist
Association Student
Exhibition"

I rame and glass
Irom large prim was
broken in Hannah
Hall

Dinner Theatre Tickets
The Center for Multicultural
& Academic Initiatives 16th
Annual Dinner Theatre
Show. The 80s Pt. 2:
A Night to Remember!
February 18 and 19, 2005
at 7:00pm in the BowenThompson Student Union
Grand Ballroom. Tickets are
on sale now in the Center
for Multicultural & Academic
Initiatives - 424 Saddlemire
Student Services Bldg.
For More information call
372-2642.

Com pi a i mi nt
advised a fire exdn
guisher was stolen
in mi first floor of
Founders

Jewelry Learn basic techniques and make a unique
bead bracelet. Register
at the Information Center
today!
For more information contact: Katie Krolikowski 3724409

5:30 to 6:30p.m.
Interviewing Workshop,
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union 315
The Interview: What Matters
Most to Employers
Workshop presented by the
Career Center.

6:30p.m. African
Americans and the
Criminal Justice System,
Olscamp Hall 101A
Sponsored by the African
American Graduate Student
Association.

8:00p.m. - Skywatchers of
Africa
BGSU Planetarium -112
Physical Sciences Lab
Bldg.
Skywatchers of Africa
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, $1 donation
suggested, lasts approximately 1 hour. Planetarium
Show is followed by stargazing in the observatory if
weather permits on Friday
and Sunday evenings
For more information contact: Physics & Astronomy
Dept. (419) 372-2421

6:00 to 8:00p.m. How 2
Workshop: Bead Jewelry
Bowen-Thomspon Student
Union Mylander Room 207
How 2 Workshop: Bead

8:00p.m. Trombone Choir,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
Event is free and open to
the public.

9:30p.m. UAO Movie:
"Saw"
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Theater
Sponsored by University
Activities Organization.

4:00 to 5:00p.m. Resume
Writing Workshop,
Student Union 314
Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About
Writing a Resume presented
by the Career Center.

COLLEGE
BOWL 2005

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

TOURNAMENT: The members of
What Is... (from left to right:
team captain Dan Troha, Spencer
Headsworth and Tony Horak) defeat
team We Hate Pan in last night's
College Bowl Tournament with a
final score of 235 to 20.

is now accepting applications for an

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Great earning potential
Flexible hours
Valuable sales experience

John Fiddling BGN^ws

FINAL 2 DAYS!

STUDENTS MUST HAVE.'

• Excellent communication skills
• Be highly motivated
• Have own transportation

ALL NEW
BRAND NAME CLOTHING

The position runs through Spring Semester.
Applications must be turned in no later than February 10th!

OUTLET SALE
%

EVERYTHING 50 -80

For more information contact:
Tonya Whitman at 372-0430 or
twhitma@bgnet.bgsu.edu

BELOW
STORE
PRICES

EARN EXPERIENCE & A PAYCHECK

STARS

GRAB A FRIEND
and sign a lease today!
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

.rou>

125 CLAY ST #A: Lower duplex. Front porch. Close to
Downtown, City Park & Campus. FREE GAS HEAT.
WATER & SEWER. $580.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

Winter Clearance Sale
Coats Jeans Sweaters
Hats, Gloves, Scarves

320 ELM ST. #E-H: Completely furn. apts. FREE GAS
HEAT. WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric heat.
Large rms. $545.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $595 for a 9 mo. lease. #F. G Rented.

New Spring Fashions!!
Tanks Tees Skirts
Intimates
Loungewear Logo lees
& Much More

525 N. ENTERPRISE #A & B: Large side by side duplexes. Eat-in kitchen. C/A.
off-street parking. $610.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
801 FIFTH ST: Uniurn. apts. w/balconies & patios. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. Private parking lot & laundry facilities. $495.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$595.00 for a 9 mo. lease. #4 Rented.
803 FIFTH ST: Unfurn. apts. w/balconies & patios. FREE GAS HEAT. WATER &
SEWER. Private parking lot & laundry facilities. $495.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$595.00 for a 9 mo. lease. #6 Rented.

Tue-Wed

309 HIGH ST: Unfurn. & furn. apts. w/balconies & patios. FREE GAS HEAT. WATER
& SEWER. Private parking lot & laundry facilities. $540.00<mo. (or a 12 mo. lease
$640.00 for a 9 mo. lease. #2. 3 Rented.

Feb 1-2
10 am-7 pm

109 N. MAIN ST. #G: Unfurn. apt. located downtown above a business. $565.00 mo.
for a 12 mo. lease. Resident pays utilities.

Bowen

315" S. MAIN ST: Unfurn. upper apt. Wood deck. Eat-in kitchen. Resident pays
utilities. $445.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

Thompson
Student Union

332"2 S. MAIN ST: Apt. located downtown. Huge bdrm. Enclosed front porch.
Eat-in kitchen. Resident pays utilities. $540.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
336'2 S. MAIN ST: Apt. located downtown. Huge bdrm. Enclosed front porch.
Eat-in kitchen. Resident pays utilities. $510.00 mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

Ballroom (upstairs)
I Bring in thi
| flyer & receive

20% OFF

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

any single item. |
Limit one per
customer per day.
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QUOTEI \ninii:

OPINION

"By participating in five elections, the
Iraqi people have firmly rejected the
anti-democratic ideology of the terrorists."
fresderd George \V. Bush, describing Sundayi rate in Iraq
.is ,1 resounding success.
(ncwswedunn)

\\ Mil; l-DITOIJIALi H>\\A STATE I'XIVKHSITY

Iraqis practice democracy right
Iraqis VOIetl Sundav. Ireek.
YOU DECIDE
Democratically. And, relatively,
peacefully.
Do you think Iraqis set an examLiberals and conservatives
ple of tearless democracy? Send
can debate ad nauseam the i iglii
an E-mail to thenews@bgnews.
in wrongness ol this war and
com and tell us what you think,
the Ideology that beget it. bin
or post feedback on our Web
there is onrj good that can be
said about the Iraqi people after
this weekends election Indeed,
Americans — not Democrats,
anyone who believes in democ- not Republicans, but Americans
racy must feel a great sense ol — could learn a lot about the
wonderment and inspiration
true meaning of democracy after
after this weekend's develop- seeing Iraqis practice it so
ments in that faraway desert

i

VI VII

il J

loarlcssK Sunday.
The Independent Flection
Commission of Iraq estimated
Sunday after the polls closed that
eight million people cast votes.
In many places, voters cast thcii
ballots despite near-constant
explosions and small arms fin'
echoing through polling-place
walls. Agence l-'rance-l'resse
reported 30 civilians and six
police officers were killed in
election-day attacks.
The turnout nearly equals
the 60.7 percent of registered

IK TO THE EDITOR

USG Senators
misrepresented
in recent article
I wanted to express my
concern with yesterday's
article, "Latino students ask
governor to honor
soldiers," which featured direct
quotes troni mysetl as well as
other Undergraduate Student
Government senators,
I feel the article completely
mislead readers and took a
negative turn. I admit that I
myself am against the letter/idea
as stands and would prefer a
more positive way to honor not
only fallen soldiers, but active

soldiers as well. I lowever, I feel

mj views were conveyed
incorrectly and the article promoted the idea that the entire
senate was against the concept,
when that was not the case.
This issue was simply brought
up and discussed last week.
There was no vote on the letter
at the time. With dial in mind,
only a handful of senators voiced
their opinions.
I also felt that I personally was
misrepresented in die article.
The opinions of those opposing
the letter were not taken from
one-on-one interviews, but
simply from Monday's meeting.
I found this unfair as those in
favor of the letter had the opportunity to comment directly.

I appreciate the BGNevvs'
effort to inform students on
the issue, which is why I cared
enough to clarify. However, in
the future I suggest if direct
quotations are going to be taken
from die General Assembly's
themselves, both sides have the
opportunity to clearly present
their opinions.
Thank you for your time,
please do not mistake this
letter for d>e opinions of USG as
a whole. To clarify', I do not speak
for the entire organization.
MELANIE CAMPBELL
SENAT0R-AT-LAR6E
melcamp^bgnet.bgsu.edu

American voters who cast ballots
for George W. Bush or John Kerry
last November, when the biggest
polling-place threats came from
over-zealous exit-poll takers.
And after voting, residents of
Baghdad and other cities reportedly crowded the streets, where
they celebrated by playing
soccer,
talking,
laughing
and proudly displaying the
ink-stained fingers they used
to vote. In the United States,
an "I voted" sticker passes lor
celebration of democracy.

U-V/ttCokanmt
Kansas State CoBegjan
KanwStateUim
They threatened, they
bombed, they beheaded,
they murdered, they
terrorized. But on Sunday, 8

million Iraqis took to the streets
despite the threats of the
insurgents.
Promising deadi and destruction to anyone who dared to
vote, the idiot brigade succeeded
in killing only 44 people.
While 8 million is only about
one-third of the total
population of Iraq, the momentous occasion is not lost. The
fundamentalist Sunni minority,
in its continuing hissy fit over
losing its privileged status, chose
to boycott the elections.
But the fact remains that the
Kurds, Shiltes and even many
Stinnis that did vote have done
what they have not had the
opportunity to do in many
decades.
They have participated in their
government.
The 44 who lost their lives
on the way to the polling place
are undoubtedly champions
of democracy. As much as the
lunatic fringe has wanted to dub
the fundamentalist insurgency
"freedom-fighters," die truth is
tiiat 8 million freedom fighters
took to tine streets of Iraq on
Sunday.
Fight million people who were
told they would die if they went
to the polls.
Eight million people who went
anyway.

The "freedom fighters" that
have tried to deny Iraq democracy have seen all their loathsome
quests come crashing down.
Those who have said that Iraq
is not capable of democracy
(which, by die way, is their politicaD) correct way of implying d)at
Arabs are simply incapable of
democracy) have been shown to
be the dolts they truly are.
Whatever course the country
of Iraq may take now is in the
bands of its people. On Sunday,
the Iraqis .achieved the greatest
relationship that a people can
have with their state.
Under Saddam Hussein, the
people were subjects of a
despot; under the system that
the "freedom fighters" would like
to install, the people would have
been slaves to a fundamentalist
ideology.
But, the Iraqis will not be
subjects, they will not be slaves
— they will be citizens.
Government will not reign
supreme from the palace or
dictate law from die Mosque;
government will begin and end
wid) die shoemaker, the
shepherd, the farmer.
The Iraqi government now
rests with the Iraqis Whatever
course it may take — good, bad
or ugly — will be decided by the
people.
Democracy, all its blessings
and, important not to forget, all
its curses, are now bestowed
upon them.
But, we must be cognizant
that as liberty becomes rooted
in the sod of Iraq, the "freedom
fighters" are going to continue
their crusade. As they see their
half-baked schemes falling apart
around them, they will certainly

"The rest of the
democratic world
must be prepared
to aid the fledgling
republic as it takes
its first wobbly steps
into the free world."
continue their murder,
destruction, amputations,
executions and all the other
fabulous trademarks that signal
"freedom fighter" brand freedom
Undoubtedly, the brave
"freedom fighters" were disgusted
by die spectacle of Kurds and
Shiite Muslims voting.
After all, most of the "freedom
fighters" spent several decades
mercilessly oppressing these two
groups.
I'm sure the "freedom fighters*
were even more disgusted by
the massive amounts of women
who let d)eir voices be heard in
the new Iraqi government.
Before die liberation of
"freedom fighter" strongholds by
coalition forces, the treatment
of women was much akin to
Taliban brutality.
Yes, I'm sure that the "freedom
fighters" will bemoan the results
of Sunday's election. But, the rest
of the democratic world must
be prepared to aid the fledgling
republic as it takes its first
wobbly steps in the free worid.
Let every "freedom fighter,"
every person that said it would
never happen, and every enemy
of liberty everywhere around the
world know that eight million
people cried out in unison, "We
will not be ruled."
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marks a special moment and
should be an inspiration not
only to the people of the world
still living in an authoritarian
regime like the one Iraqis recently escaped, but to those living
in free societies and not taking
lull advantage of the rights their
citizenship affords them.
Time will only tell if this
precocious display of democracy
amounts to something valid and
permanent in Iraq, but it is a
wonderful start and should be
appreciated as such.

PEOPLE Church, state are
ON THE STREET nation's odd couple
What is your guilty
TV pleasure?

Church and state are like
lack Klugman and Tony
Randall (that's an "Odd
Couple" reference for everyone
under 30). Many citizens of this
country argue these two should
be separated, but like Oscar and

Felix, the two can

NORA BEUCK
SENIOR,
INTERIOR DESIGN
"Lifetime Originals."

Iraq cautiously enters free world
JONAS
HOGG

These elections seem to show
that Iraqis truly understand
democracy—the power it instills
in the individual and joy that
comes with self-determination.
Sunday's success is by no
means proof that President
Bush's
high
ideals
are
feasible or that his defiant actions
are right — there is still an
insurgency to be destroyed, a constitution to be written and three
disagreeing populations to be
pacified before we can decide
that. But that success certainly

BREANNAJAY
SOPHOMORE, PSYCH
"Desperate
Housewives."

EMILY RUCKEL
FRESHMAN, PSYCH
"Celebrity Fitdub."

PAULA KAPLE
JUNIOR, FINANCE
"HDTV"

coexist peacefully despite being
a comic mismatch.
Church is that shiny building
people .mend to pay homage
to their creator. State is, well,
consult your third grade social
studies book If you want to know
more about die government.
Church and state are separate — to an extent. Although
the First Amendment mentions freedom of religion." our
money says something about
God and how we trust him. The
Declaration of Independence,
I he (letty sburg Address and the

MATT
SUSSMAN
Puddle of Suss

"Like Oscar and
Felix, [church and
state! can coexist
peacefully despite
being a comic
mismatch."

So what's worse, a small Ohio
town incorporating prayer at
the beginning of meetings, or
a columnist trying to reference
a 1970s TV show in a college
newspaper?
Ihe ACLU of Ohio's legal director lelTGainsii told the Blade
that opening a council meeting
extended version of the National with a prayer such as the l-ord's
Anthem makes reference to God.
Prayer is "dearly unconstituYet the Framers neglected to
tional" because of that whole
say freedom of religion" meant
"neutral government" argument.
"freedom of Christianity." Did
There is nothing wrong with
they forget to specify — or did
acknowledging the presence of
they understand die concept of
religion in a governmental
religions better die ACLU?
meeting. Religion is just a
The American Civil liberties
proclamation of faith. If Swanton
Union was founded to ensure
picks a universally pleasing
diat religion be Stricken from the
prayer that each spirinial being
government. They've supported
applies to their own faith, Felix's
the removal of any religious
anal tetentiveness ought not rain
reference in government
on their parade.
Any religious reference? Or
Religion is necessary in life
any Christian reference?
and it's necessary in
Granted, governments can't
government. William Federer
endorse a specific religion. Good
wrote a column on the Free
idea, because while the majority
Congress Foundation's Web
of the United States is Christian,
site detailing diree reasons he
not everyone is,
believes religion belongs in
So, can these two entities
government the rights of people,
share a nation without
the accountability of at tions and
driving each other crazy? (Cue
the equality among mankind.
the catchy theme song.)
Keep in mind he never said
'Ihe village council of Swanton, which religion — just its
Ohio is considering adding
presence.
prayer to the beginning of
That's where ACLU has a beef
meetings, the Toledo Blade
against religion in government
reported yesterday. The
The "Under God" in the Pledge
sentiment among officials in
of Allegiance, the"... so help me
and around Swanton is that "if
God" uttered by witnesses before
nobody complains, then it's OK."
they take the stand and elected
It's no surprise that praying
officials being sworn in — the
before government meetings
ACLU sees all of it as Christian
isn't a hot topic in a rural Ohio
endorsement.
town.
If Oscar and Felix were able to
But if Swanton is played by our coexist for years on
messy tenant Oscar Madison,
television, maybe it was because
what happens when die ACLU
they—like college roommates
of Ohio — played by Felix linger — made some provisions here
— walks in the door?
and there. Suppose that if Felix
Si II i let I u i ig hits the fan.
tolerated a mess here and there,
Felix is going to scold Oscar
Oscar would agree to cover up
that religion is messy and has no
his naughty bits when he walked
around the living room.
place in this apartment. Oscar is
gonna say that his religion isn't
Maybe government should
hurting anybody, but Felix will
make some compromises
say "this is worse than the time
as well: No Lord's Prayer
before meetings. No Ten
you sat on the couch in your
underwear drinking milk out of
the carton!"
ODD COUPLE, PAGE 5

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
dian 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Life lessons on American IdoP
KEITH
DUCHARME
U-Wire Columnist
lawa State Daily
bwa State University
With the weather as it
is, mosl people love to
stay in most evenings
and catch up on their favorite
shows.
I am no exception to this rule.
And with the beginning of the
year comes my favorite
indulgence. "American Idol."
To be honest. I think I'm
like most people — my official
thought is there's far too much
reality IV, intelligent humor
has been thrown to the wayside,

yadayadayada.
And. like most people. I can't
help hut watch reality IV.
On occasion. I'll flip on an
episode of "Klimidate" and
enjoy watching self-absorbed
girls bicker over a guy, whom
they don't even know or care
for. if only to not be eliminated
before the others.
Then dieres "American Idol."
I tvatdl the audition episodes
on a regular basis.
I in you un-sawyTV
watchers, the audition episodes
at the beginning of each season
allow anyone with a vocal box
and a l.ii kul shame sing their
own horrible rendition of "I Will
Always Love You" or "llnbreak
My 1 ieart" in front of a panel of
judges
Oh, and those judges!
There's the shy Paula Abdul,
the ever-optimistic Uaiuly
lackson and the man who
reminds you most of your

disapproving mother, Simon
( dwell.
Now going Into the fourth
season, the three have worked
their shock Into a well-oiled
machine. I hey always seem to
have snappy one-liners ready
to throw out at the worst
contestants.
But really, the judges are
merely the window dressing
to the warm, chewy center of
reality goodness. In many ways,
the contestants themselves
have become their own
distorted vision of the American

dream.
In the late nineteenth century,
there was an audior named
I loratio Alger who wrote several
books. Nearly all were identical
in their message — if you work
hard enough and save every
penny, you can rise from poverty and be a mega-millionaire.
That used to be the American
dream. Well, out with old and in
with the new.
These days, with corporate

conglomeration, business talk
of layoffs and "synergy," it's
nearly impossible to make
millions unless you enjoy
scheming the money out of
others.
So instead, we got the tube.
And with die surge of reality
shows over the past few years,
everyone has a shot of being
that next Richard I latch, Puck
or next name everyone forgets
six months later.
The contestants on
"American Idol" must know their
chances are slim
Except for a handful ol actual
good singers, contestants have
to really put on a show.

"Just like that jerk
who sits behind
you in Economics
101, people with
a ballooned ego
occasionally have
to be popped
with a needle."
I watched one girl show up
in a choir outfit, only to rip it
off and reveal a tight tank top
and mini-skirt on underneath.
I low's that lor imagery?
I think "American Idol" has
not only filled my evenings with
entertainment, but also taught
me valuable tips on mankind.
If you stick a camera in front
of people, they will do almost
anything you ask, regardless of
the consequences. That allure
of lights, glamour and celebritydom fills our heads instantly.
People need to lie brought
down a peg or two Some of
these "American Idol" contestants, such as a psychic who
was too clairvoyant to notice
her awful tone, need to Ix1 told
they suck, lust like thai jerk who
sits behind you in Economics
nil. people with a ballooned
ego occasionally have to be
popped with a needle.
For these reasons, I watch
"American Idol."
Whether the producers
Intended it or not the show has
become a mirror in which we
can see our society,
I low we react when we see
ourselves is up to us.
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Drawing the lines
between red, blue
DANE
ROBERTS
/' Wire Columnist
Daily I.oho
ink ol \ew Mexico
it (tiding to conventional wisdom. America is
.divided as never before.
i he metropolitar) coasts
are atheistic, cappuccino-sipping, liberal bookends to the
NW AK loving. Hible-thumping heartland.

A!'

I he ideological divide

between these camps is
supposed to he as wide as
the ted swath through the
middle of the electoral map.
The presidential election was
almost split 50-50. You're either
pro-Bush or anti-Bush, they
say either red or blue, antienvironment or
pn i environment, against gay
rights or for gay rights,
I he newspapers, radio ItOStS
ami political writers work to
make it seem like the
geographic and political
division is so pronounced it
makes communication with
the' ither species unlikely, difficult and undesirable anyway
While the red-and-blue
divide makes for a catch)
headline, it's not nearly the
Story its been made out to be.
The idea that separate halves
of America are in bitter

disagreement is simphr a myth.
rV i Hiding to the red-blue
story most Americans fall into
one i amp or the other, and
the (wocamps have mutually
exdti ive value systems.
\ i nf this squares with
my experience, I know very
few hardliners on cither side.
In conversation, most people
I talk with lean one direction,
yet are flexible and willing to

acknowledge the merits of the
opposing side.
Of course there's the
occasional person who will
regurgitate whatever the line
from Hush Limbaugh happens
to be thai week, or who takes
on the daunting challenge of

being knighted the most
radical leftist around campus.
ii \r ericans aren't boiling
over with animosity for (he
politii ol Opposition, it there is
no senous ideological divide,
why does the electoral map
look ike it does, with bundled
, II nsofbhieandagreat

progressives?
The answer isn't hard In
find. When we go to the polls
on Election Day. we are forced
into the position ol choosing
red or blue. We are mostly
moderate, so we don't seriously
consider votingfireen Party or
Constitution Party.
Both of the major parties
represent some policies and
attitudes we support, but
when we pull the lever lor one,
support for at least some of
the other party's values Isn't
recorded.
Hut the election reports
count votes the same, whether
they came from campaign
die-hards or voters making
difficult last-minute decisions.
The major panics refined
dieir messages and marketing

ODD COUPLE, FROM PAGE 4
Commandments in courtrooms.
They can pray before
meetings, or have some
religious moment" each

spiritual otiii lalcan recognize,
Similarly, maybe
non Christians, atheists and
agnostics can lighten up about
the presence ol religion and
hopefully learn thai religion
doesn't hurt anybody even H
it takes place iii a government
selling.
[have a feeling that neither
democracy not religion are
leaving any time soon. Il won't
be canceled In lieu of another
wacky sitcom. The characters
won't be typecast So there's
nothing left to do but make tinbest of it.
And if we learned nothing
from this column, we learned
that the theme song licini" I he
I >dd t ituple," once sunk in your
head, doesn't go avvav — even
after you Incorporate it Intoyout
writing

until they ate bound to

Send comments uiMuttut

ultimately capture about half
the votes.
There are clear majorities In
some regions, but the
seemingly sharp division
reported the next day obscures
a reality in which few people
are enthusiastic about their
voles and most feel at least
somewhat lorn between the

goals of each party.

In the |anuary-l;chruary
edition of the Atlantic Monthly,

lonathan Rauch writes a
dear headed analysis of the
red-blue divide. I le quotes
sociologist Alan Wolfe, who
hits the nail on the head. Wolfe
describes the two sides of the
culture wars not as represcnlalive ol separate groups
of Americans but of values
important to all Americans.
I here's no deep division
here. Remember the Civil
War? I hat's deep division. I low
many of us would now take up
anus lo defend the principles
of our favored party?The
question is almost laughable.
Most of us agree on core
principles and want sound,
pragmatic decision-making In
Washington.
Politicians, however, will
continue to use wedge issues
to rally their bases. And the
media will continue featuring
the most rancorous partisans
as talking heads to drive up
ratings.
lust remember,you don't
have to be red or blue, you can

Ignore aD the stereotyping and
happily be purple.

expanse of red? Why was the

electorate so evenly split? And
why is there talk of a culture
w.ii of conservatives versus
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Historic Millikin

Summit Street
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— APARTMENTS —

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo ♦ electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo t electric

• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
$315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$4007 mo + electric

MIXING BUSINESS WITH PLEASUR1!

'i
A

1 IX\ IKY IKS IKS IKS IKS IKS IKS IKS IKS IKS IKS

inttjrop fetace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW.GREENBRIARR6NTALS.COM

>!<»i.M'

| INFORMATION NIGHTS
• Tuesday, February 1" 9:15 - It) pm
in Kreischer 8 O'clock Room
•Wednesday, February 2"' 9:15 - 10 pm v
in Union 201 Sky Bank Room
I tor more Information contact
lull,- PratUiat llr.itllv'hgntft.bgsu.edu
I or check out our website JI www.bgds|M>rg>

Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
(419) 352-9135
email us: svinthrop@gerdenich.com
• Free Heat!

CAN THIS RATE BE REAL?

• Free High Speed Internet
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus

You bet, if it's an Exchange Bank home equity loan.
At this rate, you can pay off those high interest balances, get that home project started
and take that vacation. Come see us at Exchange Bank, friendly advisors for 100 years

■Hniiie Equity limns:

ju^ eWiriTmin§ pools.
3 Laundromats

^ QQ%

RATES AS LOW AS

4 »♦ ExchangeBank
^^

Real banking. Real people Real neighbors.

Lmkey
Walbridgc
Holland
Ptrryiburg
Sylvania

235 Main St. • 419-833-3401
311 N. Main St. • 419-666-2955
940 Clarion Avc. • 419-868-1515
610 E. South Boundary St. • 419-874-2090
6401 Monroe St. • 419-882-2145
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BARGE WRECKAGE FROM OHIO RIVER
PARKERSBURG,W.Va.(AP)--The last of three wrecked
barges thai have closed a 42-mile stretch of the Ohio
River for nearly two weeks was removed yesterday,
ami barge traffic was expected to resume by midweek.
I he dosing has stranded more than 290 barges and
caused losses estimated at $4.5 million a day.

Shooting sprees linked
1111

COLUMBUS, Ohio
U'l —
Investigators have linked nine
shootingsai parked cars, homes
,ii«l businesses to the same gun
in a city with fresh memories of
,i siiini; ni highway shootings
thai terrorized drivers and killed
a woman.
Last week, police --.i iii
ballistic s tests connected eight
shootings since Nov. 20 in
residential .mil commercial
areas mi Columbus' northwesl
side. Investigators have since
linked a niiiih shooting I" the
same9 mm gun, Sgt. Brent Mull
said yesterday.

Mosi bullets were aimed a)
parked cars, then weni mi i<> hit
nearby buildings. Mull said, the
iiiusi recent shooting happened
when bullets pierced a van and
a garage dooi ai a home, lie
said.
\n one has been Injured, and
police have made no arrests.
\u other ballistics icsis are
pending, Mull said. Police
cannot tell exactly what kind ol
j>im was used, he said.
Vlthough the shootings are
only misdemeanor offenses,
investigators are giving the ease
extra attention because of 24
shootings, mostly ai cars, ovet
in months in 2003 and 2004,

Mull said, [hose shootings were
on the opposite side ol town
mostly along the southern
section of Interstate 270, which
rings Columbus.
"Obviously we learned from
the Franklin County shooter,'' he said of the highway
shootings. "We wanted to gel
out in front ol this quickly."
Gail knislc\.K!.ol Washington
Court House, died when she
was hit while riding in a ear on
the1 outerbelt. she was the onrj
person hit.
Charles A McCoj lr., 29.
who lived in the area of the
shootings, was captured In
March in Las Vegas and charged

in 12 shootings, lie came to
authorities' attention after
someone — authorities will
not say who — called police to
saj McCoy's lather had guns
belonging to his son. Hie father
gave police the guns.
McCoy
has
pleaded
innocent
by
reason
of
insanity to .'I counts, including
aggravated murder, assault and
vandalism, lie could be senenced to death it convicted ol
aggravated murder. An alternate
charge of murdei gives jurors
the option of convicting McCoj
without the consequence ol the
death penally. I le is set lor trial
in \pril.

laylaPrete AP Photo

ON TRIAL: McCoy pleads innocet I by reason of insanity to 24 counts.

Fingerprint lunch program
I

i0 PBtSS

AKRON, Ohio w
Several
Ohio schools are identifying
students who receive bee oi
reduced-price school lunches
by fingerprint
a high lech
s\siem thai lias been praised
by school officials, but also
questioned because of priiinceins.
Akron
Public

School

district leaders say the
adoption ol' the system,
dubbed IMeal, has resulted in

more middle-school students
taking advantage of tree or
reduced-price
lunches
because they don't have to
hand over a ticket that identifies them as low income.
"What we've accomplished
is taking that stigma away."
said Debra Foulk, coordinator

"Fingerprinting
is
fot
felons not lor 5-year-olds
said Christine I ink. executive
director of the American Civil
Liberties Unionof Ohio. "We're
selling up for children thai
surrendering your tinge:
prints oi other parts of youi
identity for school lunches

of the Akron schools' Child

a good idea

Nutrition Services.
But some have raised
concerns
about
privacy
issues.

Link said there's also the
issues of identity theft or the
prints being misused by lav
enforcement.

"If Akron schools has every
child's fingerprint on file,
think how tempting that is to
law enforcement," link said.
Rocky River School District
officials had concerns about
■he System, but adopted it
alter determining they could
maintain students' privacy,
superintendent Dennis Allen
said.
He
said
the
system
streamlines
lunch
lines,
eliminates cash
transac-

Make I0HN NEW10VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE

in your search for affordable housing!

Sponsored by Student Health Service

Come see for yourself... You are not alone!
Women & Men at all stages of recovery are welcome

Rates available lor I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
517 K. KKKI) STKKKT- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate5465.00. One Year- One Person Rate $390.00
7117-727 THIRD STKKKT furnished or I nfumished.
One bath. School Yeat One Person Rate $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
X25 THIRD STKKKT- Pels Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rale$465.00. One Year- One Person Rale $410.00.
449-455 S. I M KRI'KISK- Furnished or l nfumished.
One bath School War- One Person Rate- $395.00, One YearOne Person Rale- S360.IX).
839 SIMM II STKKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate
$455.00. One Year- One Person Rate $390.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $2511.00 Nonrefundable pel deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
755 Manviile
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manviile
733 Manviile

'

1

lunches in the suburban
Cleveland district.
" rhej jusl go through like
an) othei student." Allen
said.
I he iMe.il system includes
touch sc rcen
registers,
software and fingerprint
imaging scanners. Students'
fingerprints are put Into a
scanner
thai
makes
a
template
ol
numbers
corresponding
with
the
unique swirls and arches of
each print.
When students go through
the lunch line, they place
their finget on a scanner thai
identities them based on (lie

stored template.
Akron schools keep only a
template ol each student's
fingerprint and deletes the
original. Parents who do
not want their children
fingerprinted may obtain an
opt-OUl form.
Students
have
the
option of using persona!
identification numbers rather than fingerprints. Poulk
said about 1 percent ol the
students have chosen that
option.
Akron
schools
spent
$700,000 on the new cafetei ia
system with the money com
Ing from the district's meal
program budget, which pays
for Itself,

eating group

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

J ■

who receive bee ol reduced

li«%ord@red

EFFICIENCIES
451 Till KSTIV icross Street from Offtnhauer. Furnished
with lull b.nli. stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate $395.00. One Yeat One Person Rate $360.00.

IL

tions and benefits students

T
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• ♦♦

Group Support and encouragement

Wr"

NEIt

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

MEETING

All meetings will be held m the Wellness Connection
Conference Room. 170 Health Center.

Rates available for 1.2 or I occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rales.
517 K. RKK.D- M Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Yeat I *0 Person Rale $615.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $515.00.
s»s( I Ol (ill STKKK'I- Behind Kimko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One hath t vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- rwo Person Rale- $520.00.
521 FAST MKRKY- Furnished One bath. School Yeai
Two Person Rale- $690.00. One Year- Two Person Rate
$575.00. * Lower Hours reduced rate.
4112 HIGH STKKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person R.ile- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
7(11 KOI KTHSTRKKT-1 umished or Unfurnished. One
hath. VarutJ in each bedroom SCIKX>I Year-Two Person Rate$63000. One Year- Two Person Rate- $54000.
xin FIFTH. 649 SIXTH ■*. 707 SIXTH- Furnished Ol
Unfurnished. One hath * Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $56000. One Year- Iwo Person Rate- $47000
840-850 SIXTH STKKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate $530.00.
818 SKVKNTH & S3I SI:\ KM H- Furnished or
I nfumished. One bath + Hall Vanily. School Year-Two
Person Rale- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $470.00.
724 S. CPU.K(iK PRIX K- Unfurnished. Dishwasher
I 1/2 Baths. School Year Two Person Rale- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate $530.00.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

♦••

Confidentiality

Wednesday, Feb. 2nd 2 - 3:30 p.m.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

Located Across from TACO BELL

• •♦

Interactive discussions

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

/wy/w^w^w

TTT1

fOR MORb INI DHMATION COIOACI
Judy Miller, RN, MSN
Wollness Connection
419-372-7425
419372-9355

~16 2~ :
Bedroom !

Bedroom

Apartments

:

Townhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

'.
'.
;
',
'■
■
|
!
•

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups

Checkout our website at:
www.MECCABG.com or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

/tfBECA
Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE
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WOMENS VOLLYBALL KICKS OFF SEMESTER
The women's club vollyball kicked off their spring
semester tournaments at Central Michigan
Saturday. They finished three and one, beating
Penn State, University of Michigan and Grand
Valley, while losing to Central Micigan. Their next
tournament is Feb. 19 at Ohio State.

CLUBHOUSE

Ice skating eager for National Competition
By Allison Halco
dCPORIEB

They spend at least ten hours
every week spinning, jumping
and, yes, sometimes falling.
Hard.
And they absolutely love it.
The women of the synchronized skating team spend
as much time together as
some of us spend working a
part-time job. but they spend
that time working on their routine. Kora minimum often hours
a week, they have off- and on-ice
practices together.
During off-ice sessions,
team members stretch, run, do
aerobics and work on the details

of the choreography of their
routine, to perfect the angle at
which they tilt their headsor how
they move their arms. While on
the ice, they warm up, work on
areas of their routine that need
improvement, and then do a few
complete run-throughs of their
routine.
In addition to these group
practices, each individual
member practices by herself on
her own time.
All this practice is no bin deal
for lulia Bancroft, a sophomore
in her second year on the team.
According to Bancroft, her ice
skating days began the week
after she learned how to walk.
"My dad plays hockey and my

mom is Canadian, so really I had
no choice," Bancroft said.
Bancroft and her teammates
are currently preparing for the
U.S. Figure Skating Nationals.
The Nationals will be held in
Boston, Mass., from Febuary 26
to 29. Last year, the team placed
seventh out ol eighteen teams
at the competition, this year,
they will be competing against
24 other teams.
"The sport itself is growing,"
said team president Sydney
Sigler. Sigler, a junior, has been
skating with the team for three
years.
Before
the
Nationals,
the synchronized skating
team will compete in the

Ustiley Kuntz BGNew-

In -State Synchronized Skating
Championships, which will
lie held on February 12 at
the Ice Arena. The team will
be competing against other
synchronized skating teams
from schools such as Western
Michigan University and Miami
University, Individuals will
also compete at the championihips. [hose competing include
skaters of all ages, from children
to adults.
I lie championships will serve
.is a sort of practice for Nationals,

said Sigler.
We need to have competition
experience," Sigler said.
\t the Tri-State Synchronized
skating Championships, the
Skaters will lie rated by judges
from the United States Figure
Skating\sson,ittonina\ uienot
categories, including the degree
ol difficulty in their routine, how
well the routine is executed and
overall synchronization.
"The judges lobk for specific
elements," Bancroft said.
The University team will
be performing a routine to
the music of Swan Lake at the
competition.
< inr [routine! is ballet-like,"
Ban raft said. "It has a soft.
graceful feeling."
Although
the
Tri-State
Synchronized
Skating
Championships will last all day,
the college-level portion of the
com petition is scheduled to begin
at 5 pin. on February 12. For more
information about the event »i
the Synchronized Skating Team,
visit the team's website at http://
wwwbgsu.edu/stiideiHlile/organi/.itrons/skatc.

I

SYCHRONIZED PERFECTION: Members of the syncromzed skating team practice their routine Monday night
in the Ice Areana. They start their spring schedule Feb 12 with a regional competition.

Ashley Kunti

Last Senior Portrait Session
is this week!

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2005 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
You can preschedule an appointment today by calling 372-8634.

BGNPIVS
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BRIEFING
BG swimmers drop
two in past weekend

TUESDAY

I he Bowling Green swim
mingand diving team lost both

February 1,
2005

their meets this weekend.

rhefirsi meet saw the Falcons
kill li< Miami IMS-111.

I he Falcons followed that
showing n|) with an almost
identic.il score of 186-113
Saturday afternoon.
In Saturday's event, ( aroline
Keating led the I alcons, winningthe 1,000 free, 100 free and
the 500 free.
Kara Ohngren performed
well as well, finishing first in
the 200 free and second in the
500 free.

Falcons
lose in
close one
to EMU
Gymnastics loses
meet to Eastern
Michigan and drops
to 1-3 in conference.
By Jessica Ameling
SPORTS RtPOfEU

Despite
posting
their
second-highest scene of the
season, the BG women's
gymnastics team fell to Eastern
Michigan 191.875-193.900 on
Saturday The loss drops them to
1-3 overall and 1-2 in die MAC
lunioi lessica Guyer again
posted top Falcon performances. I ler 0.775 on the vault was
the highest score of the da]
for the team and earned her
top vault honors for the meet.
Freshman laynie Stambaugh also
performed a dynamic vault thai
stored a9.700.
(luycr's other top performance
came on the floor exercise, where
she shared team-high honors
with fellow junior ErinMcColtum,
lioth gymnasts scored a 9.675.
Another highlight of the meet
for the Falcons was Candlce
Deacons tie for first place on

the balance beam with a score
of 9.750.
This was the first collegiate
meet lot the freshman.
Seniors Kristin DiPietro and
Breanne Metzger also had solid
performances on the beam, hoth
scoring a 9.725.
DiPietro
and
Metzger
placed third and fourth in the
all-around, posting scores of
38.475 and 36.800, respectively
The uneven bars proved to be a
struggle lor the falcons this week,
hut junior lessica Bradley had a
solid performance and scored a
9.675.
The
team
also
had
uncharacteristically low scores
on the Hoot exercise I heir 47.650
was about a full point lower than
their last two meets.
While the team struggled on
the bars and floor, they produced
the two highest scores of the year
on the vault and balance beam
with a 48.200 and 48.525.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Tennis stumbles in first loss
By Elliott Schreiner
SPOR'S fOIIOR

The last time the Howling
Green tennis team met up with
Michigan State, the outcome
was a lot different
The two teams didn't
compete against each cither in
a duel meet, but they did see
each other in the Wolverine
Invitational this past fall, where
the Falcons won four of five

matches over the Spartans.
This time around, it was the
Spartans who rolled, as the)
took down the Falcons 7-0.

giving them their first loss of the
season.
"It's disappointing," BG
head coach Penny Dean said.
"But everyone played well
spots; the match scores weren't
indicative of how it went."
That is a good thing for the

Falcons
In singles play onK Andrea
Mcisicr managed to win a male li
but she still fell 3-6,6-0,6-2,
' Iheii courts were fast and
the Michigan State! girls had I
serves," I lean said. "We have to
work on our serves and return- '

Tile falcons even had some
problems with their doubles
play, an area of the game they
usually thrive at.
The tandem of Susie
Schoenberger and ! leidi Homer
won their match in the top
flight 8-2 but after that it was all
Michigan State.
Ashley lakupcin and lenna
Nussbaum ran into a solid
Michigan Slate duo of Keri
Thompson and Christine Bader
in the second flight and lost 8-1.
Then Andrea Voile and Melstei
couldn't pull out their match as

pretty well."
BG also knows that the loss
isn't the end of the world. While
the scenes may indicate the

matches as being blowouts, the
games were tighter than they
appeared.
They didn't blow us out,"
Dean said. "We hit five or six
balls and then miss the volley."
For BG, it was more of a
problem of finishing the work
they'd put in.
They will have a pair of
chances to improvcon this show
ing next weekend when they
host Butler and Indiana State at
the Shadow Valley tennis club in
Toledo. The match against Butter
starts Saturday at 1 p.m.

Lots of trash talk, not much strategy
do with this week); and. most
notably, whether liagles star
receiver Terrell Owens will deem
his injured ankle sturdy enough
to play
(Iwens, who tore up the ankle
Dec 19 and has missed the last
four games, has not received
Clearance to play from the surgeon who operated on his tinkle.
Nevertheless, the receiver
hasn't ruled himself out of the
game and his status has become
the overarching theme of the
buildup to the big game.
"It seems like everyone talks
about the Patriots, then when
they talk about the Eagles, Its
what li i will do," McNabb said,
If he plays, vnuil talk about
him. If he doesn't play, you'll talk

By Eddie Pells
1H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Even without the pads on, New

England safety Rodney I larrison
delivered quite a blow.
\sked whether he will say
anything to Eagles wide reirivet
Freddie Mitchell, who dissed the
Patriots' secondary last week.
Harrison took his shot.
"What would I say?" he said.
"Its Freddie Mitchell."
And with that, Super Howl
week was on.
The Eagles and Pats, two
teams with very little history or
animosity, opened America's big
football celebration with a nice
hit of trash talking Sunday at
the first of the dozen or so news
conferences that will take place
during the week.
Ibis was Harrison's first
chance on the Super Howl stage
to respond lo Mitchell. Last
wed. the i agles receive! said lie
couldn't name any of die Patriots
defensive backs except for
I larrison, about whom he said,
"I'vegol something for him."
I larrison. who has spent much
of his 11 -year career playing the
us-against-the-world card to
anyone who would listen, found
his perfect foil in Mitchell, who
let political correctness Hike a
back seat and greased die wheels
for this Super Feud.
"You're always going to find
one jerk out of lite bunch, lusl like
Vanderjerk. Mike vanderjerk,"
Harrison said, referring to Colts
kicker Mike Vanderjagt, who
earlier in the postseason
suggested the Patriots were ripe
for a loss. "You're always going to
find one guy like that who wants
some attention and wants to do
something lo try and stir up the
emotions of the game."

about him anyway."

Stephan Savoia AP Photo

PLACE RANT HERE: Patriots safety Rodney Harrison is surrounded by the media during an interview Sunday.
Harrison has been one of many players particpating in pre-Super Bowl trash talk this week.

Not surprisingly. Mitchell was
unavailable at the Eagles media
opportunity Sunday, Also not
surprisingly Andy Reid tried lo
sidestep the inevitable questions
about how he reacted when he
heard what Mitchell said.
That's between Freddie ind
I," Reid said.
Meanwhile.
Eagles

quarterback Donovan McNabb
understandably took his
teammate's side in the I ray,

framing Mitchell's comments
as meaningless blather made
during the tedious bye week.
"Freddie didn't mean anything
by them. It's sad thai people
have lo blow ihem up to make
them into a story," McNabb said.
"Freddie apologized. If someone
needs those comments to get up
for a game like this, they don't
need to be here. Ibis is the Super
Bowl, this is the ultimate
The
Mitchell-Harrison

Illinois No. 1, and that's unanimous
By Jim O'Connell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

lllinoiswasN'o. 1 in'Ilic Associated
Press' college basketball poll for
the ninth straight week yesterday,
and for the first time the Illini
were a unanimous choice.
An impressive win at
Wisconsin and a home victory
over Minnesota kept the Illini
(21-0) unbeaten. Unlike last
week when they received all but
one first-place votes from the
national media panel, the Illini
were No. 1 on all 72 ballots.
They are the first unanimous No. 1 since Duke did it for
nine polls in a 10-vveek span in
2001-02. The lllini's nine-week
run at No. 1 is the longest since
Connecticut was there for 10
weeks in 1998-99.
Boston College 118-0), the only
other unbeaten team in Division
I, jumped from eighth to No. 5,
the highest ranking in school
history.
Maryland and Villanova
moved into the rankings
yesterday. Maryland had been

they fell 8-5 in the third flight.
"That was the toughest
number two team we'll see
all year," Dean said. "It was
extremely tough, they had two
really good servers."
Hut for the Falcons, this was a
learning experience.
"I still feel pretty good about
the doubles," Dean said. "We got
tested more, the first flight we
won and the third one we played

imbroglio took tit least a
temporary bite out of the
other main "football" stories of
the week: whether the Eagles
will get lost in the hoopla of
playing in their first Super Bowl
Since 1981 (Reid said he'll give
the players their freedom, ta-at
them like adults); whether the
Patriots, seeking their third title
in four years, are on the verge of
a dynasty (Coach Bill Belichick
insists the past has nothing to

Track finishes 2nd,
not good enough
The Falcons placed second
widi 224.5 points, falling behind
This past Friday, the BG Cincinnati
Some BG runners took their
track team was host for a
quintangular event at the Perry- running to the next level.
lessica White tied the BG
Field house.
The field house was record in the 60-meter dash
transformed into a track para- Friday evening with a time of
dise while hosting Cincinnati, 7.57. Sehmann not only praised
Toledo, Youngstown and Indian lessica's performance but other
Purdue Fort Wayne (1PFW).
Falcons.
The meet was full of intense
"Some key performances diis
races and individual battles.
weekend came from lessica
The Falcons took second White, Nikki Standback and
place this past weekend but Amber Walker in the sprint crew,
wanted to do better.
Kim Settle and Melissa Krueger
"I was not satisfied with in the mid distance area, Elise
the effort of a handful of key Gould, Niki Suitor, and Andrea
performers," BG head coach Pollack did a nice job going
Scon Sehmann said. "Friday 2, 3 and 4 in the 3k." he said,
night, which put a damper on a "lamie Roflow ran an outstandstrong effort by the majority of ing race and is now on top of
the team. With diis said we lost the MAC list for dial event while
a meet in which we should have Stephanie llillman continued
come away as the top team."
to show her consistency with
Sehmann felt the team another fine 5k effort,"
needed to perform better and
wanted bener efforts from the
TRACK, PAGE 9
Falcons as a whole squad.
By Matt Riddle

SPOUTS REPORTER

Sara 0.0am AP Photo

DUKING IT OUT: Duke's Lee Melchionni tries to take the ball from Maryland's James Gist last Wednesday.
Maryland beat Duke and in the process made Illinois the unanimous number one in this week's AP poll.

out of the Top 25 for three weeks,
while Villanova was in for the first
time since 1996-97.
North Carolina moved up one

spot to second, while Kansas,
which bounced back from its first
loss of die season with wins over
Baylor and Texas, jumped from

sixth to No. 3.
Duke, which received the one
TOP 25, PAGE 9

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWJGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Reid said Owens has been
steadily increasing his work and
will try lo "do a few things" tit a
light practice Monday but his
availability won't be determined
until much later in the week.
And while there will almost
certainly be an entire week to
speculate on Owens, It's hard
to know how long the Mitchell
mess will last.
Iven if it was only fora fleeting
day, it was good stuff.
"When he says something
like that, he's disrespecting
our whole defense," Patriots
linebacker Willie Mcllinest said.
"Not only Rodney, but me, and
I'edy Bnischi and Mike Vralx'l
and all the rest of us."
But especially I larrison.
"Maybe he was drinking
before he started talking," he
said. "That was clearly a mistake,
because no one in this league
would attack somebody a week
before the Super Bowl."

SPORTS
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Clarett continues to confuse
By Steven Wine
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

April L. Brown AP Photo
GUNNING: Kentucky's Patrick Sparks shoots against Arkansas Saturday.
The Wildcats won the game and moved up to number six in the most
recent Associated Press poll.

BC and Kentucky
move up rankings
TOP 25. FROM PAGE 8

No. 1 vote thai Illinois didn't List
week, it'll from the r.mks of the
unbeaten with .i loss to Maryland
and dropped from second to
fourth.
Boston College, which stayed
unbeaten with wins over
Providence and Georgetown last
week, was ranked sixth before
The Eagles reached No ti for
one week in December 1967
when Hob CoUSy was the coach
and fern Driscoil was [he star
playei the) got there again foi
a week in December 1983 when
Gar) Williams was coaching
Michael Adams.
Kentuck) moved op one spot
to No, i> and was followed by
Wake Forest Syracuse, Louisville
and Oklahoma State
Alabama jumped from 14th
to No M. its highest ranking ol
ihe season, and was followed by
Michigan State, Washington and
Oklahoma and uizona, which
wen' tied for 14th, Pittsburgh,
Gonzaga, CincuuHti Wisconsin
and li'vas rounded out thi' lop
20.
I he last five ranked teams were
Utah. Maryland, Connecticut,
VUlanova and Georgia lech
Maryland 13-5] was ranked as
high as I Jlh this season before
lalliiij! out of the lop 25 three
weeks ago the [terrapins had lost
three of five before beating nuke
and Georgia lech last week to
return to ihe ranks of the ranked.

VUlanova il-Mi lost to
Georgetown by two points and
Boston I ollege by one before
handing Kansas its first loss of
the season, a 2i point win that
caught the country's attention.
I ast week the Wildcats bear
Notre Dame and Rutgers.
The last season VUlanova was
In the rankings, the Wildcats got
up to No. I.
Iowa (15-5), which lost to
Northwestern and beat Indiana
last week, dropped out from No.
2'A. The Hawkeyes were ranked
for tlie last nine weeks, getting
as high as I lth.
Mississippi State (16-5] lost
to I Ml in its only game last
week and fell out from 24th.
The Bulldogs were No. \2 in the
preseason poll and weie tanked
ever) week, reaching as high as
\o 11. Mississippi Stale is 2.1 since guard Winsome I la/iei
broke his tool.
rhirteen ranked teams lost
last week, but six ol the losses
were to other members ol lite
TOp 25.
Duke will play in two ol ihe
the games mis week involving
two ranked teams, tomorrow,
the Ulue Devils are at Wake
I orest and they host Georgia

Maurice Clarett stiff-armed
another commitment, reinforcing doubts about his reliability
and fitness with die NFL scouting combine three weeks away.
The elusive, reclusive former
Ohio State running back had
been scheduled to participate
in the college football all-star
challenge, an eight-player skills
event taped yesterday by Fox TV
at Dolphins Stadium for broadcast Saturday.
But he recendy hired a new
agent, Steve Fcldman, who told
organizers late last week that
Clarett was pulling out.
"It was completely my
decision," Feldman said. "He
wanted to be there, but from
a safety standpoint, it doesn't
seem logical to take a chance
that he might Weak something
or pull somediing."
At the combine a year ago,
Clarett showed up overweight
and declined to work out. I le'll
he eligible for the draft in April
after his legal bid to enter the
NFL last year was overturned
by an appeals court. Me hasn't
played since being suspended
by Ohio State following the 2002

Fcldman said Clarett is healthy
and working with a private trainer hut declined to say where.
This guy will blow peoples
minds at the combine," Feldman
said "He is in fantastic shape.
Iliat's why it seems ludicrous to
jeopardize it at this point."
Following the combine in
Indianapolis, which begins Feb.
23, Clarett will likely take part in
two or diree private workouts,
Feldman said.
Organizers of the all-star
challenge
said
Clarett
accepted an invitation to the
evenl earlier in lanuary before
hiring Feldman.
"Unfortunately Maurice is
carrying forward his tradition
of not honoring commitments
and being very unpredictable,"
said Dan lones, vice president
of Intersport, the company
producing the show. "We were
excited about giving him an
opportunity to change the
public perception, and unfortunately he has done the exact
opposite and reinforced it."
Players participating included
Aaron Rodgers, Jason White,
Camel! Williams and Braylon
Edwards, who shrugged off
Clarett s absence.

getting injured," (ones said.

lay LaPrete >, - '
HE'S OFF: Maurice Clarett
runs tor the endzone against
Washington State during the
2002 season,

"To be invited to somediing
like this, I thought it would
be something good for him,"
lilwards said."(lan'tl's (.laretl."
"I would be curious to just
meet him and see where his
head's at," Williams said.

But with the combine
approaching. Feldman said
(laretl can't risk a minor injury
unlike other \l Lprospects.
"The other guys have film.
I hey've played i he last two years.
I he) tan afford a tweak or pull,"
Feldman said. "I le can't. He's got
to be ready."
Clarett rushed for 1,237
yards and IB touchdowns as a
freshman in 2002, leading Ohio
State to the national championship, lie was then suspended for lying to investigators
during an NCAA investigation of
allegations he received improper
benefits from a family friend.
"He's going to coin ince |>eople
he has learned a great deal in the
last year and a half." Feldman
said.

Strong showing across board for BG
TRACK, FROM PAGE 8

BG also placed first in die mile
and 5,000 meter races. This was
a positive accomplishment for
the Falcons.
Melissa Krueger also did some
damage on die track with a time
of 2:16.56 for the 800 meter.
Erica Wilson and Kerri McClung
also led the field crew with solid
performances.
Sehmann has a positive
attitude toward the direction of
the Falcons.
"The strengths of this team

at this time lies in our ability
to keep bringing more individuals along as far as confidence is
concerned," he said. "The
positive attitude and hard work
that the majority of this team is
exuding is starting to carry over
in die competition arena. I hope
in the next four weeks we'll be
able to add a few more names
to die list of those who have
made the commitment to look
beyond themselves to help diis
team compete at their highest
level at the conference championships in late February."

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

The Falcons are trying to
make things happen this
track season, (letting this
program off to a good start is
something that Sehmann
thinks is necessary. "As Michael
Ionian put it "you have to expect
things of yourself before you
can do them" be said. "I believe
at this time of the season many
of the athletes on this squad

have high expectations and are
doing what is necessary to be
their best."
The next slop for the Falcons
is a road trip this weekend to
Mt. Pleasant Michigan. It is the
CMU Triangular and it's set for
I riday at 5 p.m. The Falcons
will be looking to take first this
weekend and leave last week's
disappointment behind them.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
146 MANVILLE 2 BR Lower Unit Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars S690 per month, Deposit S690. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.
146% MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $440 per month. Deposit $440. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
327 E. EVERS. MB 2 BR Duplex Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars S690 per month, Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and
electric Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August 5, 2006

,*#*■
629 ELM STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006

lech on Saturday.
I lie other double-tanked
games are Illinois at Michigan

Si.ue tonight, VUlanova at
Connection and Cincinnati at
Louisville tomorrow.

Organizersdisputed Feldman's
contention that Clarett would
have risked injury by participating. The event measures agility,
speed and strength, and lories
said model Malivi Miller — who
will appear on the show—tested
the course without incident.
"If a supermodel can run
through the course in high heels
and not gel injured, I'm pretty
sun- Clarett can do it without

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

710 ELM STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month. Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18. 2005 -August
5. 2006.

"Home aw/ay from Home"

714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. S680 per month. Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Double Any
Package For

*Stt«j«t anna*
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Peanuts are
one of the
ingredients
in dynamite

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Services Offered

Post-abortion counseling
Free & Confidential
8G Pregnancy Cenler. 354-4673

Personals
S6O0 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. free) tundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a S600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser (888)-923-3238
or visit camBu.5turid.raisflr,corn

Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors
Starling when school is out for the
summer until the middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equip, including floor buffers & floor sanding
machines Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines S art work
& applying gym floor linish. We will
thoroughly train you in all phases ol
the work. Job pays $87 hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk.
Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual 4 reliable & willing to
accept responsibility. Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fux
resume to 419-385-6483

Secretarial Skills Needed.
Limited part-time S9/hr.
Myo-Fit 419-409-0067

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Your stuffed sticks store. 352-9638
Free delivery daily 11a.m. to 1 a.m.
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Travel
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days $299! Includes Meals, Parties
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
World, Road Rules. Bachelor!
Award Winning Company1
SpnngBreakTravel.com
1 -800-678-6386.
#1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun.
Jamaica, Acapulco. Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices! Book Now!1!
1-800-234-7007.
www endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's *1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call tor group discounts. Into/Reservations 1-800-648
4849. www.ststravel.com.
Spring Break Specials! Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights. 6 Free Parties
$159! Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco,
Nassau S499 Including Air! Bahamas Cruise $299! SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386
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Workout locations
Brushes the surface
Falls back
Muddy the waters
Synagogue scroll
Stead
Goggle at
Poetic Muse
Slight advantage
Roomy areas
Post-larval stage
Illuminated
Well-mannered
Really dry
Decorative vase
Soon
Bowie's weapon
Natal lead-in
Soupcons
Fit out
Recital pieces
Improve a road
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Green card org.
Small-ish deck member
Fingered a rhythm
Jiffy
Move merchandise
Confining locations
Way out
Indian royalty
Asian range
Calendar period
Roast host
Only fair
Contrary current
Back ends
Blunted sword

$ Spring Break $
Cust. sales/ service, make own
schedule, earn $ for spring break
now, All ages 18+ Conditions exist.
CALL 419-861-6134 or apply at
wortdorstudents.com
Area nursing home looking for
housekeeping/laundry manager. Full
time position. Benefits after 90 days.
Must be dependable and willing to
work hard in a hands on environment. Fax: 781-846-0751. email
hcsgjobs@yahoo.com. Health Care
Services Group 1335 Bruck St, Columbus, Ohio 43206.
Childcare needed tor 9 year old girl.
Mid-afternoons Mon.-Fri.
Call Susan for details
419-878-8610 or 917-903-1754.
LIFEGUARDS-Needed tor the Nichols Therapy Pool. Hours are varied.
Salary $8.25 per hour. Must hold a
Lifeguard Certification from the
American Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis
& Associates. Application packet
may be obtained from Wood County
Board of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent. B
Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4;30pm.
Application deadline 2/11/05. E O.E

219 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm.. 2
houses away from downtown.
Starting In May. 419-376-4079
3 bdrm. house for rent. Very nice,
recently renovated. W/D hookup. 3
people max. No pets. Avail. May for
a 12 mo. lease. $700/ mo. + uH,
Call after 4pm 419-354-8146
3 bdrm. house for sublease
456 S. Main. $725/mo.
Call 419-356-1773
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
S490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
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1616 E. Wooster • (419)354-2244

HANGING

y IMf \ Book a hair or nail appointment with us and receive
■■n . f i
n $. 1 0 r/inrMin rnr nrw Innninn rvnrknrip nr .n.lO or

more. Expires 5/3 1/05 limit one per customer.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

854 8th St. 1 bdrm.S395 mo.
plus elec. & dep. Third floor.
419-392-3354.

New 5th & 7th Sts 3-4 bdrms W/D.
A/C. dwshr. 2 baths. $900-1100/mo.
Avail May & Aug. 419-354-2500

Spacious 2 bdrm.. 2 bath apt. near
campus. Available now through
Aug.
No pets 419-806-1140

Avail, now for quiet faculty/grad slat
No smoking/pets. BG Nat'l. Historic
Reg. Bay window w/ stained glass,
2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, bsmt., Ivg. rm .
din. rm., kit.. W/D, stove, refrig.
419-261-21138

3 bdrm. plus A/C, W/D, garage.
2 blocks from campus. Avail May
248-755-9686
311 Ridge St-3 bdrm .house
Avail. Fall 2005. Girls only. No pets.
352-5882

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$470!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

Baked Chicken

entrance
• Patio

Female sublessor needed immed.
$240/ mo. plus utilities.
Call Beth 419-5750802

& Mashed Potatoes, Gr<n j
Vegetable and Cum.hrc.kl Slutting

• Spacious kitchen

♦ From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦

• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
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FREE HEAT

Jan« Crojk !
. I C*MM >I OUCWV
Jl «sorw»flm»«i»i.

Pleau call fur
— appointment lo
vjtlt our n,,v office

< ' Vmmmwam

Suite 129

419353-227?
In Downtown Bowling Green
w w u.sinihs.cqpi

419-893-7134

419-353-7715

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

In Bowling Green
near the
Wood County
Hospital

B

Management Inc.
LOG ON TODAY TO:

BRflnD neui Houses
RUMlflBlE FALL 2005

> / View our 2005/2006 availability
\y* (Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Mouses
• 1 -2 Car gara jes w/automatic openers
• Microwaves garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dr m in every home
• Walk-in dosetj, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at S1200.00 (limit 3 people)

> / View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

Register for the IPOD
give away

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
washer/dryer in 2 odrms
FREE Internet Access
WALK TO CAMPUS!

Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

1 bdrms starting at $415/Mo plus Utilities
2 bdrms starting at $720/Mo plus Utilities

Management Inc.
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.GREENBRIAR, INC.
► 445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrenlals.com

Check our our wdxire al WWW.MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800
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+ gas and electric
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Tracey Beglay it ■

2 PERSON SPECIAL

Heinzsite
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and WOMEN'S JLIEAI.TII
Advancing The Art & Science
Of Gynecologic Care.

Starting at $570/
l/mo
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• Convenient on-site parking

Ridge Manor Apartments
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished

S

0

C EN 11 R for UROGYNBCOLOGY

2 Bedroom Townhouses

Ovation
Sioux shelters
Omni's meaning
Pitiful
Haughty gaze
College student
Freight weight
Lord's lady
Ancient Peruvian
Riding whip
Life of Riley
Wild plum
Salon supply

ANSWERS

B H ti

•••Filling up for 05-06 s.y. Lg houses
& apts. Avail still, renting NOW. all
next to campus 926,1030 E. Wooster. 916 3rd St & 303 E. Merry. 5-6
bedrms. Can rent up to 7-8 studts
146 S. College 309. 315up&dowr
E. Merry for up to 5-6 studts. Smaller +1 & 2 bedrm. houses & apts. Also 729 4th St. 4 bedrms., AC
w/d, great shape«3 UNrelated. Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Listing
avail. 24/7 at 316 E Merry *3.
1 house. 3 bdrms. Avail. Aug15.1-2
bdrm.. partially furn. apt. avail. June
1st. Call 419-352-4773. 419-2651061.
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

\s

Increase
Lawrence Peter Berra
Balmy
Nighttime activity
Vast Asian expanse
Divided Asian country
Persia, today
Tangled masses
Take a five-finger
discount
Chosen ones
Tarry
Panhandles
Bring legal action
Nol in the running
One who helped out
Singer Page
Gazpacho ingredient
Nia and Shelley
Irk
Shakes off
Flip a lid off
"Superman" star
Nuzzled
Leafy green vegetable
Statesman Kefauver
Wizard

1 large room with private bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822

372-6977

itaadtai « 1*1* m

For Rent

1 & 2 bdrm. apts. avail, starting at
$350. Excellent cond. Very cozy. Of
street pkg. avail. $100 off 1st mo's.
rent. Call 419-654-5716

Babysitter needed in my Toledo
home. M-F2:30pm-6 00pm,
419-382-7052

Classified Ads

Liko new. Mac G4 1 25 gh 512 M13
ram. Adobe MB Ram Call for more
details 585-755-2884

'"Available now. 1 or 2 bdrm.
low as $450/ mo.
Call 9am to 9pm 419-353-0325

Wanted

1 .1 1 -

ACROSS

For Sale
Educational backpacking trip to
the Navajo Reservation In the
high desert mountains of New
Mexico and Arizona
May8-May21,2005
EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS
If Interested - There will be a
meeting this Thursday, February
3 at 9:05 pm In Olscamp 119
fl£ Call Bill Thompson at 352-2815
or email him at
wthnmpapgnet.bosu.edu
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brought to you by

WHIRS:
M-F 9am - 5pm
Sat.9am-1pm

44SE. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717
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